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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.3-rev33
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.3-rev29
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4317.
55251 Unused libraries were shipped
Removed unused libraries from ”com.openexchange.preview” bundle.
55171 Mail Modules does not render thumbnails for .tif and .psd
Missing handling for psd and tiff in mail preview.
This has been solved by adding psd and tiff to preview list.
55096 Dragging a folder into Drive in App Suite UI results in unspeciﬁc error
Wrong folders detection on MS Windows.
Improved detection to solve this issue.
55075 Attendent can change the participant status of appointment creator in shared calendar
UI changed response so it looked like the currently logged in user conﬁrmed the appointment.
This has been ﬁxed by using the actual user that conﬁrmed instead of the currently logged in user.
55012 ”Email has no recipient” message is shown after deleting a duplicated recipient
This was caused by same identiﬁer in collection.
This has been ﬁxed by using uniqueId so there are no same identiﬁers anymore.
54879 Quotes in email local part not allowed
Possible quotes ’”’ in local part of an E-Mail address were handled as special characters.
Now orderly handle quotes ’”’ in local part of an E-Mail address to solve this issue.
54232 File names are case sensitive
The ﬁlename reservation logic recorded possibly conﬂicting ﬁlenames in a map using case-sensitive
keys.
This has been solved by tracking possibly conﬂicting ﬁlenames ignoring case.
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Tests

Open-Xchange has successfully veriﬁed all bug ﬁxes that could be reproduced within a lab environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

55251, 55171, 55096, 55075, 55012, 54879, 54232,
1

